
Perceptions of ethics: Conflicts of interest in determining interim appointments

According to the outgoing president’s proposal (bottom pg 2), Chair Chaves will step down from
or suspend his trustee position to become co-president. Even with this change, his becoming
co-president represents a conflict of interest because his trustee role put him in a position to
secure a paid job. According to Board Statement 6: Ethics and Conflict of Interest, Section 4.5,
“Trustees may not use or attempt to use their official position to obtain a financial benefit for
themselves, relatives, or businesses they are associated with, through opportunities that would
not otherwise be available but for the office held.” One assumes that other trustees drafted the
proposal and Chair Chaves is not himself using his position for personal gain (in fact, we suspect
he is stepping into the gap in EOU's time of need out of the goodness of his heart), the result is
the same: the opportunity to serve as co-president would not otherwise have been available to
him but for the office held.

Additionally, because Chair Chaves is a long-time and valued member of the EOU Board of
Trustees and is current board chair, should he take on the co-president position, board members
will transition from collaborating with him and operating under his direction to supervising him.
This changed relationship may give them an unconscious loyalty toward Chair Chaves that may
influence their assessment of his work and their decisions made about the institution. This is
especially true if Chair Chaves only suspends his trustee role. Trustees should be as unimpaired
as possible in delivering on their duty of loyalty to EOU. The changed relationship with Chair
Chaves has the potential to detract from this commitment.

In addition to the above concerns about potential conflict of interest, there exists the problem of
perception of conflict of interest. Board Statement 6, Section 5.1, states that “a conflict should be
prohibited or carefully managed” when “the actuality or appearance [emphasis added] that the
quality or objectivity of a Trustee's judgment could be impaired.” As a rural institution, EOU
often hires its own into upper administration, and friends are put in the position of supervising
friends. In this context, outsiders may perceive the appointment of Chair Chaves as a kind of
ongoing provincial nepotism or cronyism, reflecting a lack of institutional ethics and suggesting
that trustee judgments may be and may continue to be impaired by existing relationships. It
seems reasonable to expect that EOU not project this image.

Given these concerns, we recommend EOU would be better served by hiring a qualified external
interim president who can bring fresh eyes and outside expertise to benefit the institution. This
approach would add to the expertise that Chair Chaves already contributes in his ongoing
advocacy for EOU as Board Chair.

• Link to Board statement 6: https://www.eou.edu/governance/files/2015/07/Statement-
Number-6.pdf

• Link to outgoing president's proposal to Board leadership: https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1KbuOtdL2RgfN8ng3PZBnJ25AVC5_DUr1/view




